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Search



Search

Simple Search Page:
- keyword search
- Exact terms using quotes

(e.g "open science")

- Persistent identifier 
(one or more space separated)

- DOI
- ORCID
- PMCID
- PMID
- Handle



Search filters

Refine fields depend on the entity



Advanced Search

Fields depend on 
the entity

Fields list



Search Results

Search for results with this ORCID



Search Results

Click and go to the detailed page



Search Results

Relations with other 
research results
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https://openknowledgemaps.org/viper

https://openknowledgemaps.org/viper
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https://zenodo.org

https://zenodo.org/


https://blog.jupyter.org/binder-with-zenodo-af68ed6648a6

https://blog.jupyter.org/binder-with-zenodo-af68ed6648a6


https://rdrr.io/github/ropensci/zenodo

https://rdrr.io/github/ropensci/zenodo
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Why Amnesia

User friendly

Works locally, no data transfer risk

Allows user to customize the solution

The only tool to offer anonymization for set-
valued data

The only tool to support km-anonymity

Easy to incorporate to third party information 
systems

Anonymization provides a 
statistical guaranty about the 
risk of information leakage

It is the most suitable way to 
give information to third 
parties, without revealing 
personal data
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https://www.openaire.eu/blogs/data-reuse-stories-some-concrete-cases-involving-several-institutions-and-

consortia-in-europe

https://www.openaire.eu/blogs/data-reuse-stories-some-concrete-cases-involving-several-institutions-and-consortia-in-europe


https://dlnarratives.eu/timeline/climate.html

https://dlnarratives.eu/timeline/climate.html






https://www.openaire.eu/guides

https://www.openaire.eu/os-primers

https://www.openaire.eu/factsheets

https://www.openaire.eu/toolkit-for-policy-

makers-on-open-science-and-open-access
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New discovery!

Since 2009, Kepler Space Telescope has been recording small reductions (eclipses) in the light of distant stars due to the  

transit of planets in front of them. Our goal is to detect planets in orbit around distant stars from Kepler's mission data,  

following the Reading Method using two programs written by our team in programme language C. If the readings are  

detected and confirmed, we proceed to their analysis. characteristics of the planet: Ray, inclination, distance from the star,  

and especially if it is in the so-called "habitable zone" which will make it possible to maintain life.

However, we have already identified such an exoplanet in orbit around the star KIC 1432789, the characteristics

of which our team analyzed for the first time.
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